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Valentine’s Day Dance
By Thomas

“Let’s hear it for Gabe, everybody,” said El- This year’s Valentine’s Day Dance was very
lie. “This year’s Valentine’s Day Dance theme is well attended. All the students from the dorm
celebrity crushes,” says Gabe, President of Stu- side attended along with lots of day school student Council.
dents. Staff who were workSome of the
ing and not working came in
other themes
to be a part of the Valentine’s
discussed were
Day celebration with their
different eras
students. “Even Jerry, the
or a beach
Principal, came to check out
party. Student
the exciting dance,” said Elcouncil took
lie. The dance was filled with
the ideas to a
lots of tasty treats and endless
vote and ceopportunities to listen to mulebrity crushes
sic and dance if the students
was the one
wanted. The dances’ DJ was
that won.
our one and only Derrick.
The new celeb couple? From the
To go along
The students who don’t like
O’School Valentine’s Dance Decor
with the theme
loud music and dances were
Photo by YDC Staff
of the dance,
able to hang out in the little
students were
gym. The students in the little
able to tell stugym even had lots of endless
dent council which celebrities they have crushes opportunities to have fun. Some of the fun acon. Also, they would get their picture put up on tivities they were able to do were play ping pong
the wall with their crush. Some of the crushes or create art. Students even had the opportunity
that students had were Taylor Swift, Kate Win- to just relax and chat with their friends.
slet, Hugh Jackman, Olivia Wilde, Margaret
Thatcher, Jared Leto, and Steven Colbert.

Troops Coming Home
By John

The current conflict in Iraq
is coming to a close or at least
a turning point. The change
in Washington policy and the
world financial situation has
played a role. In the earlier
phase after 9/11 the world
viewed the war as justified.
As a more long-term phase
this conflict drew attention to
its impact financially and psychologically.
As this played out the worldview grew decreasingly less

“Pack up boys, we’re going home”
Photo by YDC Staff

sympathetic. As the people
of the U.S. grew less patient,
so did their allies. Also, over
time, the response by the U.S.
government was changed. The
goal became more of a transition of power than a long –
term occupation. Troops have
been leaving Iraq and now the
conclusion of U.S. occupation
is occurring.
The other shift in policy is the
U.S. withdrawing from a conflict with local support involvContinued on page 15
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O’School
Senioritis: Why Seniors Can’t Finish What They

By Carson

Breaking News: A crippling disease has broken out ity of detention. Numerous students may revert back
across the country. Those most susceptible to this virus to pre-school behaviors, such as napping and coloring
are seniors in high school. The name of this virus is se- pictures.
nioritis.
Guys may neglect shaving, obtaining a scruffier look.
Senioritis is a semi-communicable disease. If not de- They may wear baggier clothes, too. Girls are likely to
veloped on its own, it can
throw their hair up
be highly contagious beinto a messy bun or
tween close friends.
ponytail. In the student
Symptoms of senioritis
body as a whole, there
may include, but are not
is definitely likely to be
limited to, a decrease in
an excess of sweatpants,
motivation and laziness,
sweatshirts, and other
increased apathy, changes
loose-fitting attire.
in sleep patterns, lethargy,
TIME Magazine says
difficulty focusing, and
“the second semester of
indecision. Many infectthe last year of high
ed students will procrasschool is a kind of
tinate on big projects or
waiting room for the
studying for tests. Some
next stage of life.” No
will not do any work at
one wants to be there,
all. There is a possibility
but everyone knows
of an increase in unexit’s necessary.
An epidemic is sleeping across the nation.
Photo by YDC Staff
pected absences (affected
Most cases of sestudents may want to
nioritis are contracted
stay home “sick”). A very
around the time midcommon and dangerous symptom of senioritis is the term exams are taken, or after college applications are
feeling of entitlement. Students may feel superior to all sent in and the student has been accepted to one or
other students, rules, and authority figures.
more colleges. In extreme cases, the disease can set in
Senioritis can manifest in multiple ways. It makes no during first semester. “It’s natural for students who have
difference if the student was high achieving, average, already been accepted to college to relax a bit,” Tom
or struggling with grades prior to contracting the dis- Rogers, principal of Geneva High School, comments
ease. All are susceptible. Many students will feel more on senioritis. “Also, many students have already earned
comfortable and less shy around the other students enough high school credits to graduate, so it’s natural
and teachers. Students will start pranking others, feel- to not be quite as driven or focused. Plus, students who
ing more apathetic, and being unfazed by the possibil- take AP courses have a lot at stake because AP exams
Continued on next page
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aren’t administered until May.”
Teachers and school boards across the
country have searched for various cures
and motivators for this epidemic. Many
have found that they can keep their se-
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Dear Geoff

O’School

niors more invested in their time at
school by adding fun activities intermittently between homecoming and prom.
“Colleges tell seniors nowadays that they
must maintain a level of achievement
consistent with their
previous semesters. I
don’t think anyone
wants to risk having
their acceptance revoked. I think this is
probably the greatest
motivator for seniors,”
states Mr. Rogers.
There is only one cure,
however, to senioritis:
graduation.

By Kevin D.

There have been many articles about beards and the About Nothing,” “Chilmen who wear them, but this article is different. This dren’s Literature,” “Conquering the Research Paper,”
is a profile of the most fantastical bearded gentlemen “Critical Thinking,” “Creative Writing,” and Dracula!
of the O’ School and possibly the world! His name is
Geoff was born in Michigan, but his childhood brought
James Keegstra, more commonly known as “GEOFF!”
He is an endangered species, and one of the last of
his kind. He is a “Constructaspearian,” a person who
trades their life as a construction worker to become a
teacher of English literature. Geoff wasn’t always the
English teacher you’ve known and loved. He was once
in construction work. Five and a half years ago he “accidentally” became a high school English teacher. This
doesn’t mean he didn’t want to become an English
teacher, in fact Geoff said, “I like teaching literature,
and I love working with kids at the O’ School.” Geoff
doesn’t plan on teaching for the rest of his working
career, but you can plan on seeing him for a long time
to come.
Geoff teaches mainly English 4, but that is just during
Dear Geoff, not to be confused with Dear John...
the regular school year. He also teaches classes in the
Photo by YDC Staff
summer sessions. He has taught a class on “Much Ado
Continued on next page
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him to many far reaches of the planet such as South
Carolina! Geoff went to elementary school in Columbia South Carolina. He went middle school in Virginia.
Finally he went to high school in Detroit and to Michigan State College to come full circle. Now he teaches
alongside the
sometimes
loud but always
knowledgeable
Michelle
Pegram!
Now
to
pry into this
beard’s…
no,
man’s, personal
life. Geoff is a
man of many
traits. He loves
quiet
afternoons fly-fishing for rainbow,
brook and brown trout, salmon, and steelhead. He also
enjoys artwork that is inspired by him. He even has a
board behind his desk devoted to works of art given to
him.
Geoff drives a Honda CR-V, not because he dislikes

the Toyota Rav 4, but because his mechanic told him it
was a good car.
He enjoys playing organized soccer and pickup hockey games. Geoff ’s favorite sports to watch are college
football, hockey, and soccer. Sebastian recalled that “my
favorite time with Geoff
was during the world
cup and I watched it in
the Rhetoricians classroom with him.”
When asked the million-dollar
question,
“what is your social security number?” he said
“yeah right.” Our experts
at the YDC are still
working on how to turn
this code into numbers.
So, to sum it all up,
Geoff is a caring man
who loves to work with
O’ School students, and is always willing to help with
your English, math or even hockey skills. He is a wellrounded, fantastic Constructaspearian who always
wants to do the right thing.

Party Like Mardi

By Aidan
The time of the year has come and gone to wake up
dizzy in a New Orleans alleyway with a bunch of beads
around your neck and a lampshade on your head. At the
O’School, we at least have the beads part. Sorry, party
animals. That’s right. This is about the wonderful festival of Mardi Gras!!! For those of you who have been deprived of REAL enjoyment on the night of Fat Tuesday,
prepare to be enlightened. Mardi Gras is French for Fat
Tuesday, the Catholic feasting holiday preceding Lent.
So, if someone tells you to “party like Mardi”, they are
telling you to “party like Tuesday” in a mottled EnglishFrench manner of speech. Just FYI. Go Tuesday!
The history of Mardi Gras is about as diverse as its
culture span; because Catholicism is so widespread,

EVERYONE is partying almost worldwide. In midFebruary, the ancient Romans celebrated the festival of
Lupercalia, a festival not entirely unlike modern Mardi
Gras.
When Rome began actively following Christianity,
the early Church officials incorporated some of the old,
pagan ways into the new faith as opposed to just forgetting about them and moving on. Mardi Gras more
or less officially came to America in 1699 when the
French explorer Iberville – camped out only about 60
miles away from where New Orleans is today – named
his camp spot Point du Mardi Gras, as it was the French
Mardi Gras celebration day the day he arrived. More
substantially, in the late 18th century, French-ruled
Continued on next page
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New Orleans commonly held pre-Lenten masked fes- small – to represent their personalized Fat Tuesday.
tivals and parades. During Spanish occupation, “street
Despite the rejoicing, Mardi Gras has a difficult-tomasking” was banned. The custom continued to be ille- forget notoriety surrounding serious crimes committed
gal under US rule from 1803 to 1823, when the Creole while “masquerading.” Some of these crimes were at
people finally convinced the governor to lift the ban on the level of murder and armed robbery. In 1857, the
masked parties, and then street masking four years later. US government was prepared to reset the ban on the
At last Americans embraced the glory of Mardi Gras. celebration. Luckily, six New Orleans residents saved
There was much rejoicing.
the festival by founding Comus, an organization that
Mardi Gras is most famous for its masks. All over restored the order, safety, and creativity of Mardi Gras.
the world, in a massive variety of cultures, masquer- Comus names each celebration of Mardi Gras after a
ading partygoers celebrate Fat Tuesday with a slightly mythological being (Zeus, Hermes, Zulu, Allah, Argus,
different face. In addition, medieval-style Jesters blend etc).
in with the crowd a
One-hundred-eightylittle more than usual,
five years later and
and are frequent atcounting, we here at the
tendees of at least the
O’School continue the
New Orleans festivicherished tradition by
ties. Other traditions
celebrating a crime-free,
include wearing gold,
sober Mardi Gras, run
purple, and green
primarily by Mirielle,
clothes and bead
Dana, and the French
necklaces (honoring
foreign language stuthe official triumvidents. Students get to
rate of flashiness that
eat King Cake, make
everyone has come
masks, do puzzles, wear
to know and love),
beads, win prizes, and
and the scrumptious
otherwise revel in the
practice of King Cake.
activities presented. The
Certain special slices
French foreign language
Celebrating Mardi Gras, the O’School way:
of the King Cakes
students are the main
crafting displays and drinking water
have a little trinket
“staff ” at the event, while
Photo by YDC Staff
hidden inside, and
teachers essentially suthere are various benpervise and limit feastefits and duties bestowed to the lucky person – now the ing on the King Cake. The latter is sometimes more of
King or Queen of the day – who finds it in their slice of their job than the former. Well, it is good cake…
the delicious pastry.
Keeping in sync with New Orleans, there are an
Other cultures across the big, blue and green orb we O’School Mardi Gras King and Queen of the day,
inhabit have added their little touches to this party hol- though this does not override the in-school relationiday. For example, the UK has “Pancake Day,” where ships part of the Student Handbook. Your new titles
pancake-tossing activities are presented, and France also do not permit you to change school rules, banish
has a vile spirit cleansing at the end of the day dur- teachers from your kingdom, command other students
ing which they burn a grotesque effigy representing evil. to do your bidding, or take total tyrannical control in
Other, more subtle things involve the cuisine: southern order to develop a ruthless, world-conquering empire.
Sweden eats semlor, a sweet bun pastry, whereas in Fin- The crowns are paper. Get over it. Anyway, whether you
land the feast often consists of pea soup and blini, or make it to the official celebration in Nawlins or not,
rich pancakes, served with caviar and Smetana, a kind make sure to raise your [soda can] to the best Tuesday
of sour milk. Other countries add their trends – big or of the year. Become the Jester!
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Editorial: Can’t We All Just Get Along

By YDC Staff

We all know that students don’t always get along with counselors,
teachers, and therapists. The simple fact is we probably never will
always get along with them. You just have to do your best with
your communication skills. This is important because of the people
you will need to communicate with at the O’ School are counselors
teachers and therapists. You will need to work with these people
in the classroom, in the dormitory, in school events, in the student
work program, in therapy sessions and most importantly during a
crisis.
Throughout your time as a student, you are bound to have a teacher or professor that you may not get along with the best. However,
it is very important to maintain a level of respect. If you go to class
and focus on your work, there isn’t a whole lot to worry about.
Teachers may get on your nerves, or you may disagree with their
approach. But, alas, you are the student and they are the teacher.
Sometimes you just have to accept the answer you are given. If you
disagree, you may return to the teacher at a later time and respectfully state your disagreement in a non-accusatory manner. Attitude
can make a big difference. Even if you don’t like the class, starting
it off with a positive attitude each day can greatly improve your
chances of maintaining a level of respect to both your classmates
and your teachers. Believe it or not, when you are disrespectful to
your teachers during class, you are also being disrespectful to your
peers that are trying to work. If someone else is being redirected, it
is not your place to jump in and say something whether it is in support of what is being said or not. Unless it directly involves you, do
not get involved. Boundaries, respect, attitude, and behavior need
to be kept in check both in and out of the classroom.
Respect for staff members is not limited to during the school day.
While many of us think of the afternoon as time for fun, we still
have to do things we may not like. The counselors work hard to
give make activities we like. There is time for video games and outings, but not everyone wants to do the same thing at the same time.
In these times we must be respectful even if we don’t like what we
are doing. Even though they can be cool, they still have to redirect
us. We aren’t always perfect. We must take responsibility for our
actions and respect our counselors. We also use them when things
aren’t going well for us. They can be a good source for advice on
what to do, especially if there is a problem with a dorm mate. It is
important to maintain a positive attitude during the day, maintain
your boundaries and not be disrespectful to them because it affects
your relationship with them.
As students of the Orthogenic School, we are allowed to experience the privilege of each other’s company in the form of activities
planned by staff members. When these events, whether it’s a field
trip, or a game, or whatever, there is always a general level of excitement throughout the school, and I’m sure we all have the same
question on our minds, “How am I supposed to interact with staff
at these marvelous events they’ve planned for us?” Okay maybe
this question isn’t on all of our minds, but it is a question that
could be helpful for some people in these situations. During these

events, staff may seem a little on edge, because while the event is
about having fun they also have to make sure that we stay safe and
organized. That doesn’t mean that all staff have a mini anxiety attack during every event, it just means that sometimes staff may be
less lenient about things like joking and testing boundaries. This
is ESPECIALLY true on outings. When you’re on an outing not
only do they have to worry about our safety, but also the people
around you. When it comes down to it, students should just remain respectful and polite all the time, but you should be on your
BEST behavior during an event. And remember: you can get a
consequence from the dorm, ANYWHERE.
Having responsibilities is a given fact of life. You can’t avoid it, it
is, in fact, very important and it will play a big part of your entire
adult life, whether you truly “grow up” or not.
You don’t always get the privilege of salary and other benefits to
go along with holding up your end of the deal. If you do, however,
then you probably have a “JOB”. During your “JOB,” you will
most likely (at least for starters) have one or more superiors. Bosses.
People who can tell you exactly what to do, but also kick you to the
curb if you say, “I don’t feel like it!” and continue playing solitaire.
Trust me: AVOID SOLITAIRE. But, jokes aside, having a good
relationship with any and every boss you have – at least to the best
of your ability – is vital to your success. That is in no way different here at the O’ School. Maintaining good staff relationships is
very important to the happiness of everyone, but this goal takes a
big step up when that staff member is also the one deciding if you
can keep getting paid. Not that it’s all about the money, or anything like that. Keeping your employee-boss relationship respectful, formal, and mature is key to developing skills you will need for
the real world. You know, outside of the school… where salaries
are more than $3.50 / hour… but again, money isn’t everything.
Behaving like a respectable employee and leaving your sassiness
at the front door is also a key part of success at a job. You get an
assignment, you do it. No complaints, no “whatever you say, your
majesty.” If you want to keep getting pai… well, you get the idea.
Be a good employee!
With relationships there are always people we don’t get along
with whether it be authority figures, or peers we have to find ways
to get along with them. In therapy we tend to have closer relationships with the adult that is our therapist but we still have to keep
in mind boundaries, respect and our attitude and how we treat our
therapists. Keep in mind when we don’t get along with someone we
still have to remember to have respect for the other person, which
includes boundaries we have to follow. In therapy these boundaries
may become a little more difficult for us but we have to remember
to keep those boundaries. The key thing to remember when we
are trying to get along with our therapists are that we may not get
along with them but they are here to help us so we have to show
them respect and not give them any attitude.
Learning how to control you in the middle of a “crisis “is not
an easy task. When you are in a crisis remember that you need
Continued on page 16
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ROAD TRIP!!! FIELD TRIP!!!

By Danny

With puppets, political statements, and a dude named puppets for use in the show.
Petruchio, this year’s English field trip season has been
The puppets were also a very interesting aspect of the
full of humor, Drama, and all the other aspects of the- play, the intricate designs made the characters the pupater we’ve grown to know and love at the Orthogenic pets represented feel actually present. The cast consisted
School. This year we had a stellar line up with: The Feast: of 3 people and a puppeteer under the table but there
An intimate tempest and The Taming of the Shrew at were 10 characters being represented in the play! This
the Chicago
reporter felt that the
Shakespeare
overall effect created
Theater, and
by the use of props
FML: how
really gave the play a
Carson Mclot of personality, and
Cullers saved
really defined it as
my life at the
an adaptation of the
Steppenwolf
original, not a reprotheater.
duction.
The
facThe second play
tors that go
we went to see was
into deciding
FML: how Carson
which plays
McCullers saved my
the
school
life. The O-school
attends vary
students
attended
between relthis play, because of
evance and
first semesters readBooks and cataglogs of some of the
ticket pricing,
ing of Carson Mcplays
seen
by
the
English
classes
so this year we
Cullers, the Heart is
saw two plays
a Lonely Hunter.
Photo by YDC Staff
that, though
This play targeted
were not irrelevant, but were not read in class, FML some very serious hot topic issues such as bullying, and
and The Feast.
the challenges marginalized populations face in AmeriThe Feast is an adaptation of Shakespeare’s the tem- can society.
pest, one of his romanticism’s, and one of the last plays
Jo, the main character, struggles with the challenges
he wrote. Romanticism is a combination of comedy and that come with being a person who identifies with the
tragedy, and often involves magic or other fantastical homosexual community in high school. At Jo’s school,
concepts, and references Greco-Roman mythology.
in LaGrange, IL there is a new English teacher whom
The play told the story of the tempest told with pup- Jo becomes very close with. Jo is assigned McCullers
petry by Prospero’s two servants, Ariel and Caliban. The book, the Heart is a Lonely Hunter, and has a very
stage was a very large cross shaped wooden table, that strong personal reaction to the book.
had many levers and buttons that made the various
Overall the serious issues addressed in the play were
parts of the table move. The mechanics of the table were very well handled without making the play too serious
astounding to watch, one second it was an ocean, with (it is still a play about high school.) and the overall prowave cutouts moving back and forth across the surface, duction was very well done.
and the next it was a beach, and it also housed all of the
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Bright Minds, Big City

By Danny

Whether it’s the desire to meet their parent’s expectations, a hankering for change or the prospect of meeting more people, most teenagers want to go to college.
When deciding which schools to go to, a major factor is
often location and quite often the location is a city.
Major metropolitan areas generally not only have a
plethora of colleges, but they also have some of the
most prestigious universities in the United States. Chicago alone is home to the University of Chicago, UIC,
and Northwestern University, for all of which most
people would agree with the statement, “That’s a good
school.” But for a senior in high school, what factors
do you take into account when deciding to go to one of
these universities?
On the UIC website there is a featured student tab
that gives the name, a picture, and some background
on the student. As of February 20th 2012 all of the undergraduate students featured on this page said “I went
to UIC for the City.”
What does it mean to go to school in the city? For
one, you will have many other schools in very close
proximity. For students who are looking to get a decent
education but still want to have a somewhat of a “party
school” experience, this is ideal.
Also some colleges associate with other colleges in
close proximity. These “Sister Schools” often have
classes that can be shared between schools, which will
broaden your course pool. This means you can go to a
smaller school in a big city and still have the ability to
take classes at a facility with the resources to provide a
course. Being in the city means there are more opportunities to work.
Besides the things the city offers directly relating to
school, there’s also the infinite amount of theatres, restaurants, shows, live music, festivals, and sporting events

Ahh, Academia!
Photo by YDC Staff

that happen every day. Some schools will even arrange
trips to these events as part of a class outing.
While living in the city, there are many possible living
situations. A student could live on campus. Live in a
house or an apartment, or they can commute to school.
For those who live on campus or are housed close to
campus, it is possible to be able to walk wherever you
need to go, whether it’s class, a grocery store, a park or a
gym. Anywhere you can’t get to by walking you can get
to by public transportation. As for commuter students,
they would travel into the city from a suburb via train
or car.
Cities also generally have higher sales tax and higher
crime rates then suburban areas. This means not only is
it expensive to live in the city but it is also dangerous.
Katie, an intern at the Orthogenic School says “Pittsburgh is probably the most affordable city in the world,
so I never had problems with finances,” but this is generally not the case. Most college students have experienced at one point or another what is called “begging
their parents for money.” It’s an expensive world.
Continued on page 11
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Next Stop: Metra Rates Increased

By Sebastian

with new proposed fare increase of 25%30%.
If you buy tickets here are some of the
changes in how much the fare would increase in percentage form. A full fare: a
one-way would now increase by 15.7%
across all fare zones: Zone A, (Chicago) up to Zone M. It would cost $2.75
-$9.25.Ten rides will increase to about
30 %,( $24.75-$83.25) and monthly
passes will go up a staggering 29.4 %(
$78.75-$263.50). If receive the discount
for a reduced fare: One-way tickets will
increase about 10.3 %.($1.25-$4.25)
For reduced ten ride it will go up 18.9%
($12.50-$45.00) a reduced monthly pass
it goes up an average of 10.8%($43.750$157.50). Taken together the overall increase is 25.1%.
So why does this matter for the O
School. Since a handful of the students
take the train home it will affect them
the most probably. If you do go on the
train having the reduced saves you a lot
of money. Students may pay more than
others depending where they live.
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Metra Increase Alternatives
Photo by YDC Staff

Chicago

If you are residential student, and you
take the train home you will be affected.
The Metra fare increase will hit anyone
who takes the train. Students whose parents don’t pick them up take the train
home .This will start on February 1st and
it will increase about 25%-30%.
The Metra train system offers several
types of tickets. There is a reduced fare,
if you are in High School and you bring
your O school I.D. You can also buy a
monthly pass. This gives you unlimited
travel within a month. A one-way ticket
is only for going from one destination to
another.
If you are leaving Chicago then you
probably have to use the Metra. Students
who typically who take the Metra live in
the suburbs. If you have the reduced fare,
it would cost you about $1.25-$ 4.50,
which costs less than taking CTA round
trip which costs about $2.50.
On February 1st, the increase started.
Metra has increased their prices due to
the increase in diesel fuel prices and the
demands of meeting federal regulations.
Metra was able to reduce its budget by
17.5 million dollars and they were able
to take care of 75% of their diesel fuel
cost. They still had projected budget gap
of 53.6 million that needed to be covered
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Supporting LGBT Students
By Carson

LGBT stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender. It refers
to anyone who falls outside of the
“social norm” regarding sexual orientation and gender identity. Many
people who identify with this community live in shame. Youth and
adults alike feel they have to live 2
lives in order to be who they really
are while still feeling accepted by
those around them.
The Gay and Lesbian
and Straight Education
Network (GLSEN) has
conducted many surveys and tests to obtain
data and statistics about
LGBT youth. Nearly 9 of
10 LGBT students experience bullying and/or harassment at school. Some
are cyber bullied, some
are verbally harassed, and
some are even physically harassed or assaulted.
More than 91% of LGBT
students hear homophobic slurs and expressions throughout the school day. Four out of five
students don’t know one adult in
school they can talk to. Twenty-six
percent of youth that come out to
their parents are kicked out of their
house and 40% of homeless youth
in Chicago identify as LGBT.
Services around the city of Chicago have been established to reach
out to the youth that live in fear and
pain. Places like the Center on Halsted, Howard Brown Health Center,
PFLAG (parents, families/friends
of lesbians and gays), Youth Outlook, Genderqueer Chicago, and

several others provide a variety of
resources and services to the LGBT
community.
Howard Brown has a program
called Broadway Youth Center with
a large selection of groups and other
services. Their free drop-in services
include meals, showers, clothing and
household set-up, laundry, computer
and phone access, resource advocacy,

Got Pride?
Photo by YDC Staff
workshops, housing assistance, job
assistance, crisis counseling, safe sex
supplies, and youth leadership opportunities. The BYC drop-in services reach out to homeless LGBT
youth ages 12-24. There are groups
that focus on sexual health, HIV
positive youth, and specific groups
for each letter of the LGBT acronym.
Youth Outlook has centers around
the Chicagoland area. They have
taken steps in helping students
get Gay-Straight Alliances (GSA)
established in their schools. The
GLSEN works to ensure respect

for everyone in schools regardless
of orientation and identity. Studies show that when there is a GSA,
LGBT students hear homophobic
slurs less often, experience less harassment, skip school less often, and
feel safer overall at school. With a
GSA at school, students overall feel
a greater sense of belonging.
GLSEN
hosts
several
events throughout the
year that bring attention and work to lessen
LGBT bullying and
harassment. The first
event in the school
year happens in October and is referred to as
Ally Week. Ally Week
is a weeklong event
where allies of LGBT
students take a pledge
to “not use anti-LGBT language and slurs,
to intervene, if safely
possible, in situations
where other students
are being harassed, and support
efforts to end bullying and harassment.”
The second event of the school year
is called TransAction! and it takes
place in November. TransAction! is
a day for people to become an ally
and stand up for the rights of individuals who have been the victims
of harassment, bullying and namecalling because of their gender identity and/or gender expression. This
is GLSEN’s newest national day of
action and is geared specifically towards anyone who falls under the
Continued on next page
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“transgender umbrella.”
The third day of action is the MLK Jr. Organizing
Week in January. Students take this week to build advocacy and social justice for different communities, races,
ethnicities, beliefs, abilities, and ages across the country.
A quote by Dr. King is used as the theme and foundation of this week of action. Dr. King said, “We are all
tied together in a single garment of destiny. An inescapable network of mutuality. I can never be what I ought
to be until you are allowed to be what you ought to be.”
This week of action takes that quote and advocates for
social justice and students everywhere acknowledge the
importance of collaboration and encourage people to
use it as a tool for change. During this week, the fourth
day of action is planned and a date is set.
The last day of action of the school year is in April.
The 2012 Day of Silence is April 20th. This day of action historically has the greatest effect. Students across
the country take a vow to remain silent for the day to
bring attention to anti-LGBT name-calling, bullying
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and harassment. Students may not refuse to talk in class
if a teacher calls on them, but may remain silent before,
between, and after classes. Teachers are more likely to
respect the silence if they are talked to in the days leading up to the DOS.
Everyone deserves to feel safe, especially around their
peers and classmates. More and more, schools all over
the country are becoming more aware and supportive of
LGBT youth. People are stepping up and speaking out
against bullying and harassment.
There are lots of resources out there, and the list keeps
growing. The Orthogenic School accommodates and
supports its students, no matter who or what they identify as. With new studies, generations, and voices, the
appreciation and acceptance for the LGBT community
will thrive. The Orthogenic School mission and vision
demonstrates an understanding of the importance of
students being heard, supported, accepted, and above
all, that they are safe.

Bright Minds, Big City Continued

By Danny

price of living and the
crime rate in the city.
When asked about the
crime rate in a big city
Katie said, “Oh there were
these bike gangs! It was really scary to drive because
you would see people get
thrown off their bike into
the street and there were
also so many muggings.”
Most college campuses
don’t have a huge problem with crime, but a lot
of times the campus is a
safe haven in the middle of
a bad neighborhood. The
converse of this is also often true, when you live in
a nice neighborhood, the

price of living is often
higher but the crime rate
is lower.
There are a lot of things
a city has to offer on the
road to higher education,
whether it’s relieving the
pressure to meet a parent’s
expectations, being able to
meet more people, or living alone for the first time.
The truth is, it’s not the location that’s most important, but finding the school
that fits you the best.

UIC, one of the many Universities in Chicago
Photo by YDC Staff
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National/ World
American Airlines Flights: Delayed

By Sebastian

If you fly out O’Hare you might see less flights from
Part of the solution is reconstructing the pension. They
American. If you ever flew to California, New York, are also making a business plan. Joshua Gotbaum, who
Texas or Florida or any other state out of O’Hare you is the director of Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporamay have flown American Airlines. American Airlines tion, was in agreement with having them reconstruct
flies in and out of O’Hare and competes with United their business Plan. He also said that the government is
Airlines, Delta Airlines, and Continental Airlines. Its willing to take over the pension obligations of compamajor competitors have
nies who had no choice to
been through bankruptend pension plans or liquicy before and now it’s
date
Americans’ turn.
American Airlines bankAs of November 2011,
ruptcy would affect us here
American Airlines filed
in Chicago because O’Hare
for Chapter 11 bankhas a hub for American
ruptcy. Tom Horton,
Airlines. American has two
the Chief Executive,
affiliates American eagle
reported that they had
and American Connection.
lost $904 million last
We might see a decrease
December. American
in. flights. American is
Airlines is at the point
starting to lose ground at
where they spent $23
New York and Chicago.
billion that they don’t
The high prices might dehave but had promised
ter people from flying on
their employees. So they
American. While having
Check your flight time before you fly American Airlines
Phooto
by
YDC
are cutting 130000 jobs
high prices could eventudue to spending habally lead to being bankrupt.
its. They have lost a lot
This could affect the
of money. So much money has been lost that they have O’School students and staff members because if you
to take it out of the workers pension. That doesn’t seem want fly on American Airlines, your flight choices
to be enough to help American Airlines.
might be slimmed down. Even though you might fly
American Airlines started losing money due to out of O’Hare, it’s less expensive to fly from Midway. It
its merger with TWA and the September 11 attacks. wouldn’t be surprising if American goes under due its
American Airlines picked up a 3 time bankrupt Airline financial situations and high prices.
called TWA (Trans World Air), which was problematic.
TWA flew its last flight on December 1, 2001. TWA
went bankrupt so it now it doesn’t exist anymore.
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duced. You may experience mood swings. After that, the disease spreads to the part of the
brain that controls your senses and can spark
hallucinations. This can lead to psychotic
mental breakdowns resulting in paranoia.
Near the end of this vicious process the
body looses balance. Finally, the disease stops
the part of the brain that regulates the heart
and lungs, resulting in death.

National/World

Alzheimer’s disease can be a crippling sickness. It affects the part of
your brain that has to do with remembering things. Some preventative
measures you can take are a healthy
diet, mental stimulation, quality sleep,
stress management, and an active
social life. One of the greatest preemptive strategies is to get regular
exercise numerous times a week.
According to the University of
Washington and the VA Puget Sound
Health Care System, 15 minutes of
physical activity three days a week
such as walking, hiking, bicycling,
aerobics, or weight training can help with the
prevention of Alzheimer’s.
Some symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease
are problems with familiar tasks such as getting confused with cooking or playing a game.
Another example is misplacing things such as
putting an iron in the freezer. It may sound
weird but these kinds of things do happen.
Alzheimer’s disease is a slow fatal disease
that destroys the brain cells of 1 of every 10
people. There are no exceptions. This disease
can strike anyone at any time. There is no
cure yet but exercise is a great precautionary
tactic.
The cause of Alzheimer’s is abnormal proteins called plaques and tangles which cause
of the loss of memory. They start wreaking
havoc in the part of the brain where memories are first formed. Then the plaques and
tangles spread throughout the brain destroying every cell in their path.
The next stop is the part of the brain that
affects language. When this happens it becomes harder to find the right words. This
causes great frustration. This is followed by
the disease creeping towards the front part
of your brain and slowly but steadily destroying all logical thought. The logical part of
the brain controls your rational thinking and
decision-making.
It moves on to the part of the brain that
effects emotion and mood. This means your
ability to regulate your mood is greatly re-

What should this caption say?
Phooto by YDC Staff
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Legalizing Gay Marriage

By Thomas
“Proposition eight serves no purpose and has no effort, marriage illegal again.
other than to lessen the status and human dignity of New Jersey wants to be the eighth state to allow gay
gays and lesbians in California, and to officially reclas- marriage. Although Governor Chris Christie says he
sify their relationships and families as inferior to those will not sign the bill and veto it. Chris Christie says that
of those of opposite- couples,” says Judge Stephen Re- he feels the people of the state of New Jersey should be
inhardt. Proposition eight is the law that banned gay the ones to vote on gay marriage and he should not
marriage in California. Gay
have to chose if it should
marriage is now legal in six
be legal or not.
states of the US.
“With all these states
May 17, 2004 was when
changing their minds
the first state legalized
about gay marriage it
same sex marriage, which
shows that acceptance
was Massachusetts. Among
and equal rights for the
Massachusetts there is ConLGBTQ
community
necticut, Iowa, Vermont,
are finally heading I the
New Hampshire, and New
right direction,” says
York.
Jackie Frett a member
Washington State voted
of PFLAG. In our own
against gay marriage in
state we have only have
1996, but recently Washcivil unions. “Hopefully
ington State voted for gay
Illinois will be next with
Got Pride?
marriage making them the
the increasing support of
Photo by YDC Staff
seventh state to have Legalgay marriage,” says Jackize Gay marriage. Although
ie Frett. If you want to
opponents if gay marriage say that it will change be- help be apart of the change contact your local and state
cause they are trying to gather signatures to make gay representatives.

Honoring Black History Month

By Aidan

Everyone has a hero. For some it’s their parents or other
family, notable celebrities, or sometimes inspirational mythical characters.
Since February of 1976, each February, the USA officially
celebrates Black History Month – a time to commemorate
the achievements of many true American heroes.
Originally founded as Negro History Week in 1925 by the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History (now
the Association for the Study of African-American Life
and History), the commemoration intends to emphasize the
importance of African-Americans in US history. It was expanded from a week to a month in 1976.
Since then, each US president has honored the tradition.

This practice of reverence is an attempt to clearly show how
much the African-American community has given to US
history, its efforts often reaching into other parts of history
in ways that many people haven’t heard of or properly understood.
For example, Rosa Parks did more than just spark advancement in the black civil rights movement. She also inspired
countless Americans – of all colors – to stand up for their
rights and not accept their personal oppression as a part of
life, but rather as a motivation to fight harder for their beliefs.
In addition, the many different famed African-American
military squads have shown that even Americans who feel
Continued on next page
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excluded from the “American Dream” are willing to fight for about called the Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School… no?
their country and earn the respect that they were unfairly Oh, well. The Orthogenic School is one of those schools, as
denied.
the US History class did related projects in February.
To add to the depth of appreciation, Black History Month
The aforementioned US History class did a project on the
generally has a unique theme each year, to honor specific parts history of marginalized, groups throughout the history of
of African-American
America. Students wrote about a
history. 2012’s theme
group of oppressed persons who
was
“African-Amerthey felt deserved to be appreciatican Women in Hised. They also discussed the various
tory,” celebrating the
viewpoints of oppressed groups in
achievements of icons
the US, such as the Native Amerisuch as Rosa Parks,
cans, Aztec, African-Americans,
Zora Neale Hurston,
and Latinos, among others. To top
and Ella Fitzgerald,
it all of, they have also read some of
among others.
Howard Zinn’s “A People’s History
Over the years, there
of the United States”.
has been a totally unOverall, the emphasis on recogwelcome but not totally
nizing different cultural aspects of
unexpected resistance
US history seems to be a growing
Argonauts Artwork on the Civil Rights
against the study and
priority nationwide. Including evPhoto by YDC Staff
celebration of Black
ery cultural aspect of our nation in
History, particularly in
its history is vital to honoring our
academic settings. Protesters usually complain that a focus reputation as a melting pot… and land of opportunity, of
on Black History detracts from the effectiveness of gen- course. Yeah.
eral education studies, like math and English. Nevertheless,
schools across the country have refused to lower the empha- Fun Facts:
sis on the subject. After all, although Black History is not a •America holds the record for “World’s Largest Melting
graduation requirement in and of itself, it is still a prominent Pot” (Guinness World Records, inducted in 1776).
part of the study of history – which is a graduation require- •The last name “Zinn” is not of extraterrestrial origin. It’s
ment. So there.
German.
Not only are many schools putting an emphasis on the •The famous bus that Rosa Parks made her stand in was
study of Black History, but also honoring it more formally #2857.
is not at all unheard of. There’s a school you might’ve heard •Malcolm X had size 14 shoes.

Breaking News:Troops are Home Continued
By John

ing local power and policy. Before, the U.S. occupation was
more hostile to the idea of restoring power to Iraqis. Now
there is still caution but more effort to leave with Iraq lead
by Iraqis. The occurrence with power being left to Iraqis
with a U.S. presence is supported by Iraq and more helpful
to diplomatic relations in the Middle East.
The withdrawal of US troops is a big step but not the very
end. There has been much turmoil in the region. There
are other nations around this region still posing risks. Although the U.S. is leaving Iraq there is still serious involvement globally. The U.S. is taking serious steps to remove the
possibility of risks not just in the Middle East. The U.S. has

killed fundamentalist leaders throughout the entire region.
This shows that Iraq is no longer the priority.
Whenever there have been different cultural groups in
the same country, as there are in Iraq, there has been conflict. The difference in cultures is also a reason for caution.
With more caution the odds of peace are greater. If peace is
achieved in Iraq the rest of the region may be similar.
The withdrawal of US troops shows that negotiations are
possible. The regime cannot stay under foreign control forever as other nations feel pressure, and oppressed.
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What college do you want to go to and what
degree do you want to get?
“Ohio State University; a rapper.”
-Anonymous
“Valparaiso.”
-Anonymous
“God of this world.”
-Anonymous
“Paleontologist.”
-Paul
“Interior designer.”
-Anonymous
“Berkley College of Music; Performing artist”
-Jihan

“St. Olaf ’s University; Database Administrator.”
-Joel
“Nursing Assistant.”
-Jordyn
“Culinary Artist.”
-Anonymous
“Physics/Robotics.”
-Anonymous
“Youth Special Education Teacher.”
-Anonymous
“Veterinarian.”
-Jaki
“Columbia College; Musician.”
-Iva

“Hampshire College; Travelling musician”
-Anonymous

“Art Institute.”
-Angelo

“Swagologist.”
-Peter

“University of California at
Berkeley; Cosmologist.”
-Anonymous
“A coach.”
-Huey

“Weber State University; Forensic Investigator.”
-Carson
“ITT Technical Institute; Automobile technology.”
-Billy

“Howard University; Doctor or Architect”
-Anonymous

“Architect/ Pianist.”
-Anonymous

“Penn Foster University; Gunsmith.”
-Chandler

“X-Men Night Crawler.”
-Amit
“University of New Mexico.”
-Brad
“Musician.”
-Alex
“University of Michigan,
Drama therapist.”
-Thomas
“Landmark College Vermont; Teacher.”
-Michael
“Musician.”
-Ian
“Art Institute; Graphic Designer.”

Editorial: Can’t We All Just Get Along Continued
By John

to maintain your boundaries, which means you need to maintain
your space between you and a staff. Try to watch what you say to
the staff because they ultimately make the decisions. A key factor
is you are responsible for your actions. Hear what they are saying.
The staff are here for a reason: to help us. It can be hard in a crisis
to understand this.

There are different staff positions at the O’ School and we need to
work with all of them and respect them. Even though we might
have differences of opinions, on many things, we still need to communicate with each other every day. If we can’t be respectful then
this will be difficult. There is a reason someone said, “Why can’t we
all just get along.” Let’s get along.

